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ABSTRACT

The quantitative response of some particular examples of constant 

density balloons to vertical sinusoidal and helical atmospheric oscilla

tions has been estimated by using a digital computer to solve the equation 

of motion for the balloon. Results were obtained for wave periods of 4 to 

48 minutes, velocity amplitudes of 0.3 to 3.5 meters per second, and wave 

amplitudes of 10 to 1600 meters. For vertical air motions, phase lead 

angle decreases and amplitude response increases as atmospheric stability, 

balloon radius, and air period decrease, and as vertical air speed and drag 

coefficient increase. For a typical wave of 15 minutes period and 300 

meters amplitude, the phase lead is only 5% of the wave length and amplitude 

response is 94%. A rearrangement of the equation allows an estimation of 

the trajectory of the air parcel, initially associated with the balloon, 

from the radar-tracked balloon movements.

For helical air motions that are characterized entirely as solid ro

tation, or are irrotational with a solid rotation core, the balloon 

eventually spirals into the center of the helix provided the helix is 

sufficiently long and persists for sufficient time. For helical motions in 

which the air speed is dependent only on time, the balloon track becomes 

elliptical.

It is clear from these studies that care must be exercised in inter

preting constant level balloon data. Statistics involving the vertical 

fluctuations of the balloon may not be related to similar statistics for 

the air. However, it is suggested that the air motions can be estimated 

from the balloon motions through the solution of the equation of motion.
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COMPUTED RESPONSE OF TETRAHEDRAL CONSTANT-DENSITY BALLOONS 
TO VERTICAL SINUSOIDAL AND HELICAL AIR MOTIONS

Walter H. Hoecker and S. R. Hanna

1. INTRODUCTION
Constant-density balloons are being used increasingly as Lagrangian 

air parcel tracers (Angell & Pack, 1960; Angell, Pack, and Dickson, 1968; 

Vergeiner and Lilly, 1970). They are particularly suited for areas where 

use of stationary wind-measuring equipment is impractical. Low-stretch 

Mylar plastic is used in their construction and very often they are shaped 

as tetrahedrons (tetroons) because of relatively low manufacturing costs 

and ease of shipping and handling. Radar and visual observations show 

that these ntetroonsn are quite responsive to vertical air currents. 

Consequently they have also been used to estimate Reynolds stress, pro

duction of eddy kinetic energy, etc., from time-dependent balloon move

ments. The accuracy of these derived statistics depends on how effectively 
the balloon responds to atmospheric motions encountered in flight.

In another paper (Hanna & Hoecker, 1971), balloon response to vertical 

sinusoidal air waves was computed by analytical and digital solutions to 

the equation of motion. Balloon phase-lead angle and the ratio of the 

magnitudes of balloon velocity to air wave velocity were shown to be de

pendent on the speed amplitude and period of the air motions, the atmos

pheric stability, the radius of the balloon, and the drag coefficient.

The present paper gives some examples of balloon response for the 

typical balloons used by the Air Resources Laboratories of The National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Methods of estimating air parcel 

trajectories and vertical air velocities from observed balloon motions are



given. In addition, the response of the balloon to vertical-lateral 

helical air currents is computed for several amplitude-period combinations 

and types of helical motions.

2. THE EQUATION OF MOTION

The differential equation of motion for the balloon is:

Vb = p C. A(Z ad a + g(PaVb) -

+ (P V,)Z -
a b a

M (Z, - ap b V
(1)

with terms representing, from left to right, the following forces: total

force on the balloon, drag, static buoyancy, gravity, dynamic buoyancy, and 

acceleration drag forces. The symbols key is shown in Table 1. It is 

assumed that the scales of air motion are much greater than the size of the 

balloon. Equation (1) differs from those used by othersCHirsch and Booker, 

1966; MacCready 1964; Mangold, 1966; Reed, 1963; Scoggins, 1967) by the in

clusion of the dynamic buoyancy term, (p V )2 . Its magnitude at cycle
a d a

peaks is equal to the static buoyancy for air periods T of about 4.5 

minutes but decreases with longer periods. It is about l/9th the static 

buoyancy for T = 15 min., for example.

Prandtl (1952) decribes the principle of the dynamic buoyancy force, 

and the acceleration drag force that opposes it. In order to isolate the 

effects of these two forces, he assumes that the drag, static buoyancy, 

and gravity forces are zero. His expression for the combined effect is:



Table 1. List of Symbols

gases, transponder, fastenings, etc.)
M = Added mass, or apparent mass (gm).aP -3

= Air density (gm cm ).
= Vertical position of balloon (cm).

• __ i= Vertical speed of balloon (cm sec ).
Z, = Vertical acceleration of balloon b , — 2 \(cm sec ) .
• _1Z = Vertical wind speed (cm sec ).

cl
Z = Vertical wind acceleration (cm sec ). aC, = Coefficient of form drag, dA = Cross-section area of balloon (cm2).
V = Volume of balloon (cm3). b
g = Acceleration of gravity (980 cm sec-1).
W = Velocity amplitude of air wave (cm a - i xsec ) .
T = Period of air-motion wave (sec) .
A^ = Air-motion amplitude (cm).
W, = Velocity amplitude of balloon (cm b - l \sec ) .
A = Balloon trajectory amplitude (cm), bs = Stability parameter (t“2).
R = Balloon radium (cm).
(p = Phase lead angle (deg) .

= Relative air speed past balloon (cm sec"1) .

3



which becomes,
+ V,

a Vu(pu/p ) + V1b b a
(2)

and which gives the acceleration of the balloon in terms of the ambient

atmospheric acceleration. Here is the volume of the "apparent mass"

which influences the acceleration drag. The following conclusions may 

be drawn from (2):

for p < p, , Z > Z, a b a b

for p a Pb

for p > p Z < Z

Thus the balloon accelerates faster than the air, and in the same direction, 

when the balloon density is less than the ambient air density. This effect 

can be demonstrated by the following simple laboratory experiment: A piece

of wax or paraffin, which is a little less dense than water, is placed in 

a 4f x 1-1/2" glass tube. The tube is completely filled with water, and 

securely corked with all bubbles excluded. The piece of wax is allowed to 

float to one end of the tube by tilting it. Then the tube is held hori

zontally and rotated perpendicular to its long axis in a horizontal 

plane. As rotation continues, the piece of wax migrates toward the axis 

of rotation and eventually comes to rest near the axis. Although the 

piece of wax pushes outward on the fluid with its force of reaction, the 

centripetal force of the fluid on the piece of wax is greater causing the 

wax to move to the center of the tube. This demonstration of the principles 
in (2) can easily be performed in the classroom.
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By algebraic rearrangement equation (1) becomes:

(M + p V, )Z * an a b' a
Lb ~ ' + Map)

'aCd4«. - Vl*a 'K g(pavb - v
2(Mb + Map) (Mb + Map)

(3)

.which is the working equation used here. Air density and displaced mass

p V are allowed to vary linearly with the height of the tetroon. For a b
simplicity the apparent mass was assumed to be a fixed fraction of

M . whereas it is actually a fraction of (p V, ). It can be shown that s a b
this arrangement causes a negligible difference in the results. The lapse 

rate of helium was allowed for by the application of the gas laws in the 

inflation and balloon-lift equations and tables developed by Delver and

Booth (1965).

3. RESULTS FOR VERTICAL AIR MOTIONS

A CDC 6600 computer at Suitland, Maryland, was used to compute
the response of the balloon to atmospheric sine waves (both horizontal
and vertical) with velocity amplitudes W of 30 to 350 cm sec ^ and

a
periods of oscillation T of 4 to 48 minutes. For most combinations of 

velocity amplitude (W ) and period (T), a form-drag coefficient of 0.80 

and the 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere were used. Expansion and contra- 

tion of the balloon for decreasing and increasing external pressure and 

ambient temperature changes were allowed for by using Delver and Booth's 

(1965) measurements; in the computations it was assumed that there was 

no pressure—volume hysteresis in the balloon. A constant stepwise com

putational time-interval of 2 sec. was used except for the longest period 

and largest velocity amplitudes where a one-second interval was used.

5
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Figure 1: The computed adjustment of the balloon to a typical
daytime3 sinusoidal atmospheric wave in the vertical plane. 
The wave period is 24 minutes3 amplitude is 460 meters3 
velocity amplitude is 2.0 m s'"1., and balloon drag coeffi
cient is 0.8. Additional details are found in the text.

Each computation was started with balloon and air parcel positions and 

speeds equal. It was necessary to carry the computation through only three 

cycles because of the rapid convergence of the balloon into an equilib

rium oscillation. Figure 1 illustrates the adjustment of the balloon into 

an equilibrium condition for a typical daytime atmospheric oscillation

(T = 24 min, W = 200 cm sec completed through 6 cycles. For the a
items (amplitude, phase lead, etc.,) used in the figure, most of the 

adjustment of the balloon is accomplished by the second cycle and virtu

ally no change occurs after the third cycle.
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In all of the computations it is assumed that the balloon is imbedded
in a layer of air moving in wave-like motions as if flowing over a series

of mountain ranges and having no vertical variation in horizontal or ver

tical motion.

3.1 Examples of Computed Vertical Balloon Trajectories 

Some representative computed responses of the balloon to vertical 

sinusoidal air motions are shown in figure 2, where a drag coefficient 

of 0.80 was used. Height and time values have been normalized for easy 

comparison. The balloon track showing the poorest amplitude response 

and largestphase lead is associated with the air wave with the longest 
period (48 min.) and smallest velocity amplitude (30 cm sec ^*) . The 

inflection in the curve near phase angle 110° for the trajectory associ
ated with T = 48 min and W = 30 cm sec \ is a result of the balloon’s

a
crossing the equilibrium level at about the time that vertical air motion 

has ceased. Momentum, provided by downward buoyancy force, carries the 
balloon downward across the equilibrium level. Then, upward-directed

drag plus upward-directed buoyancy forces slow the balloon’s descent until 
about 130° phase angle. At about this point the downward velocity of the 

air increases sufficiently to overcome any upward relative velocity caused 

by the upward-directed buoyancy force. Such reactions occur after each 

crossing of the equilibrium level by the balloon and an inflection is 

noted there. Because of the initial conditions that were used, the bal

loon typically climbs in the first and second cycles as shown by the 

increasing elevation of succeeding wave maxima and minima. Most of the 

climbing occurs between the first and second cycle.

7
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3.2 General Performance

The general problem of balloon response to vertical sinusoidal

air motions was analyzed by Hanna and Hoecker (1971). It was found

that the phase lead angle <J> and magnitude response W /W were functions
d a

only of a single dimensionless number for air periods T greater than the
-1/2natural Brunt-Vaisala period 2tts , where s is a stability parameter 

defined by:

p, dz b a b
When the air period T approaches the Brunt-Vaisala period of the balloon, 

the magnitude response Wt>/Wa exceeds unity. The dimensionless number that 

acts as the sole independent variable in this problem is the product: 

sRT
Cd wa

The functional relationships <fr (sRT/CdWa) and Wb/Wa(sRXT-lOs"1/2)/CdWa) 

are plotted in figures 3 and 4. The empirical factor 10s~l/2 is close 

to the Brunt-Vaisala period. The following general conclusions can 

be drawn from these graphs:

stability s decreases 

radius R decreases

Response increases when period T decreases

drag coef. C, increases a
speed increases

Some examplesof the response characteristics of specific balloons 

are given in the next few paragraphs.
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3.3 Specific Results

Twenty-eight computations were made combining four air velocity-

amplitude classes with seven period-classes in order to cover a wide

range of atmospheric conditions. In all cases typical balloons used

by the Air Resources Laboratories were used to determine the parameters

of the problem. The range of air motion corresponds to the range observed

by these balloons. Air velocity-amplitudes $ ) used were 30, 100, 200,a
and 350 cm sec \ and wave periods T used were 4, 6, 12, 15, 24, 36, and 

48 minutes. Efficiencies (<j>, W^/W^ and A^/A^) were estimated in the third 

cycle of the computation where the balloon had reached an equilibrium 

with the air-motion wave. Since the balloon phase lead angle <p varies 

slightly throughout the cycle, this angle was taken as the average of 

lead at wave maximum and minimum and at the downward and upward crossings 

of the equilibrium level by the balloon. The balloon amplitude used in 

the amplitude ratio A^/A^ was the average of the absolute values of the 

maximum balloon excursions from the equilibrium level. The efficiency 

data are presented in figures 5, 6, and 7. When plotted in dimensionless 

form, these data agree with the curves in figures 3 and 4.
Phase-lead angle <J> as a function of period T for the four speed- 

amplitude classes discussed earlier are shown in figure 5. In each 

speed-amplitude class, longer periods increase the phase-lead angle 

which lowers the balloon’s tracking efficiency Note that A<J>/AT is 

greater for lower velocity-amplitude classes. If the four curves were 

extrapolated toward shorter periods, they would intersect at about 

T * 1.5 minutes at which point phase-lead efficiency would be independent
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The symbols are explained in table 1.
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of velocity amplitude. In fact, the sensitivity of phase-lead angle to 

velocity amplitude decreases continuously as period decreases to about 

1.5 minutes whereas the sensitivity to period increases apparently in

definitely as period decreases. Angell, Pack & Dickson (1968) have

observed relatively large W values with long periods in daytime con—
a

vective conditions. The balloon tracks the air motion more efficiently 

during the daytime when large Wa values prevail and the stability para- 

meter s is small.

T (MIN)

Figure 5: A plot of balloon phase-lead angle (/) vs. period
(T) for the four specific air parcel velocity-amplitude (w 
classes used in the computations. A drag coefficient of 
0.8 was used throughout.
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The speed amplitude ratio W^/W^ as a function of period T for the 

four values of W is shown in figure 6, all curves intersect at T = 9 min.,
3l

meaning that the velocity ratios are identical at that point regardless

of the air-parcel velocity-amplitude, W . The relatively-high ratioa
W, /W of the balloon with W = 30 cm sec ^ for periods less than about 
b a a

6 minutes is probably due to resonance with the Brunt-Vaisala period. With 
the exception of velocity amplitude of 30 cm s~^, the ratio Wb/Wa is 

nearly independent of velocity amplitude from T = 4 to 12 minutes.

For the cases considered here, balloon velocity-amplitude efficiency is

good for a wide range of period and W , being greater than 85% for Wa a
greater than 100 cm sec ^ and T less than 36 minutes.

The ratio of the balloon height amplitude to air-parcel amplitude 

(A^/A^) is plotted as a function of period in figure 7. The lines inter

sect, much as in figure 6, but at about T = 7 minutes. In the region from 

T=4 to 10 min., the amplitude ratio appears nearly independent of Wa and 
period(except for Wa=30 cm s"l)because of the shallow slopes of the curves. 

However, A(Ab/Aa)/£*T decreases continuously as period increases while 

4(Ab/Aa)/AWa increases as period increases. The amplitude ratios are 

generally a little smaller than velocity-amplitude ratios for any given
combination of T and W . The curve for W = 30 cm sec ^ is virtually

a a
exponential, as in figure 5. Balloon amplitudes are greater than 80% of 

air-parcel amplitudes for all periods less than 36 minutes and all Wa
greater than 100 cm sec \

13
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amplitude (W^/W ), expressed as a percent, vs. period (T) 
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Figure 7: Ratio of balloon to air parcel amplitude (A^/A ) (in
terms of a percent) vs. period (T) for the four veloc
amplitude classes of figure 5. The results are similar to 
those of figure 6.
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A drag coefficient of 0.80 was used on the basis of laboratory
measurements by Whannel (1965) and theoretical studies by Hoerner (1958).

Yet constant-density balloons are in use whose drag coefficients are

larger and smaller than 0.80, depending upon their shape. For example,

ellipsoidal balloons, floated with their long axis pointing vertically,

have smaller drag coefficients along that axis (the amount depending

upon their fineness ratio), and cylindrical balloons, floated with

their axis in the horizontal plane, have a drag coefficient of 1.20

perpendicular to the axis. To examine the effect of different drag
coefficients, four representative combinations of air velocity-amplitude
and period were selected to demonstrate the performances of balloons

having drag coefficients of 0.45, 0.80, and 1.20. The results in terros

of the three earlier-described efficiency criteria are shown in table 2.

As in figures 3 and 4, the overall effect of increasing the drag

coefficient is to decrease the phase-lead angle, increase the percentage
of air-parcel amplitude attained by the balloon, and increase, generally,

the ratio W,/W . The percentage improvements in efficiency for increasing b a
drag coefficient are greater for the longer periods combined with the

smaller W values although the absolute efficiency values themselves 
a

are smaller. For the shortest period and largest W shown in table 2,
a

the ratio W^/W actually decreases slightly with increasing drag coef- b a
ficient. However, this decrease is towards 1.0, the desired ratio.

This occurs at periods close to the natural Brunt-Vaisala period. The 

results of the drag computations point out the desirability of using 

a balloon with the highest drag coefficient possible where long-period 

waves of small amplitude are to be tracked.



All of the performance computations to this point have been made

using the parameters of the 60-inch tetrahedral Mylar balloon. As seen

in figures 3 and 4, smaller balloons offer the possibility of increased

air-motion tracking efficiency by virtue of the increased ratio, frontal-
area to mass, contained in the drag term of (3). Since a smaller

tetrahedral balloon, 42" on a side, was used earlied by Angell and Pack

(1960) for trajectory estimates, characteristic data were available for
3the smaller balloon. The smaller balloon*s nominal volume is 0.32 m 

(0.322 the volume of the 60" tetroon), its AVol/A pressure is 1/4.25 

that of the 60,f tetroon, and the area/volume ratio advantage is 1.37 that 

of the larger tetroon. The appropriate factors were inserted into (3) 

and the response of the 4211 tetroon was computed for three combinations 

of period and velocity amplitude. Results are shown in table 3 in 

comparison with results for the 60" tetroon computed above. The im

provement in balloon response is not impressive but the greatest per

centage improvement is in the phase-lead angle, amounting to 10 to 12%.

A yet smaller balloon would give a greater increase in efficiency. However, 

the necessity for a 100 gm. payload for tracking purposes (radar trans

ponder) limits the decrease in size for practical use.

It is clear from these specific results that the tetroon used by the 

Air Resources Laboratories of N0AA do not respond perfectly to vertical air 

motions typically observed at flight level. However, only for rarely-en

countered extreme cases of long periods combined with low vertical speed

17
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amplitudes, are the response ratios very low(lead angle over 70°, magnitude

ratio W^/Wa less than 0.4). When response ratios are fairly good, i.e., 

lead angles are about 20° and A^/Aa ratios are about 0.80, spectra and co

spectra calculated from these data still differ somewhat from the spectra of

the air motions.
4. DEDUCING VERTICAL AIR MOTION FROM BALLOON TRAJECTORIES 

It is possible to estimate the true, vertical sinusoidal air motion 
in which the balloon is floating by observing the balloon's trajectory 

for one or two cycles and applying appropriate adjustments. This would 

be particularly useful where the tracking radar is equipped with a real

time analog read-out system. This assumes, of course, a nearly steady- 

state wave motion in which the balloon is floating. For post-operational 

analysis it would be more appropriate and accurate to use the tetroon 

position data as input into (3) and solve for air parcel positions, 

on the computer. Equation (3) can be re-arranged to solve for air motion 

acceleration in terms of time-dependent vertical balloon motion. The 

result is shown below:

Z
P AC (Z;b(Mb + V g<Mb - PaVb>a d

(P V, + M ) 2 (p V + M ) (p V + M ) (4)

It is necessary to select an equilibrium level from the analog flight 

trace since the equilibrium level for which the balloon was intended 

does not, for various reasons, always coincide with the average flight 

level. Since the data available are usually one-minute positions, 30

intermediate points are smoothly-interpolated between the one-minute 

radar positions by the Curvfit (Akima, 1969) program before processing

19



by the program representing (4) . By beginning the computation at 

the selected equilibrium level and by assuming no initial relative 

motion between balloon and the surrounding air, one can estimate the 

subequent path of the air parcel initially surrounding the balloon for 

the period that the balloon was tracked. The assumption is also made 

that the vertical variation of vertical velocity and horizontal wind 

is zero (3w/3z = 0, 9v^/3z = 0).
Figures 8 and 9 are two examples of air-parcel tracks derived from 

actual balloon flights in daytime over Columbus, Ohio. The balloon 

trajectory is shown by the dashed curve and the computed air-motion 

trajectory by the solid curve. It is noted that the peaks of the 
long wave air motions lag the peaks of the balloon trajectories in time 

while the peaks of the short wave air motions show very little lag. This 

follows from the efficiencies presented in figures 3-7. Figures 8 and 9 

show, also, the increasing divergence between balloon and parcel as the wave 

period increases and as the balloon dwells for extended periods away from its 

equilibrium level in non-cyclic motion. This is particularly evident in 

figure 9, between 4 and 10 minutes elapsed time, where the tetroon is 

suspended at about the same elevation for 6 minutes.

These procedures should be valuable in estimating the spatial relation

ship between air-motion waves and terrain features over which the low-level 

air current is flowing and for estimating the true air movement in horizon

tal boundary-layer helices. It should also be valuable in estimating verti

cal air speeds at the balloon*s position. Furthermore, improved air motion 

cospectra and spectra should result from the use of air parcel movement 

derived from (4).

20
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5. RESPONSE TO HELICAL AIR MOTIONS

Helices in the planetary boundary layer were observed with neutral 

(expandable) balloons by Gifford (1953) as early as 1949 and delineated by 

Pack (1962) with tetrahedral constant-density balloons in 1962. Such heli

ces have been traced by radar-tracked constant-density balloons at various 

times since then and most recently by Angell et al.,(1968) over desert ter

rain in daytime summer conditions. Because of the importance of such hori

zontal helices in energy transfers and other boundary layer processes, the 

theoretical response of these balloons to different types of helices of 

several sizes and periods of rotation was computed.

In the first type of helix that was considered the current of air was, 

as before, assumed to move as a whole both laterally and vertically. Conse

quently, horizontal and vertical balloon motions are a function only of time 

and not of position. In effect, the simultaneous response of the balloon to 

vertical and lateral sinusoidal air motions, 90° out of phase, is computed. 

Representative balloon response to one example of this type of atmospheric 

helix is shown in figure 10. Because there is no lateral restoring force, the 

lateral excursions of the balloon closely match those of the air motion 

regardless of period or amplitude. Note that the balloon assumes an equi

librium trajectory before the end of the first cycle. The ellipticity of 

the trajectory increases* according to figures 3 and 4, as stability, air 

period and balloon radius increase, and as drag coefficient and vertical air 

speed magnitude decrease.
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Figure 10: Normalized response of the balloon to the first type
of helical air motion described in the text3- having an ampli
tude of 400 m3 period of 12 minutes3 velocity amplitude of 
3.5 m3 and balloon drag coefficient of 0.8. The heavy solid 
line represents the parcel trajectory and arrows show the 
sense of rotation. The three tetroon (or balloon) cycles 
are represented respectively by a thin solid line3 dashed 
line3 and dot-dash line. Note the slightly elliptical and 
tilted equilibrium trajectory of the tetroon.

HORIZONTAL AMPLITUDE RATIO
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Other types of helices include those characterized by solid rotation or 

a combination of an outer region of constant circulation and an inner region 

of solid rotation. Angell et al. (1968; their fig. 6) show evidence that 

combined helices exist in daytime summer conditions in the southern Idaho 

desert. In the numerical trajectory that we calculated for a solid rotation 

helix, the tetroon rather quickly spiraled inward toward the axis. The level 

of the axis of the helix and the equilibrium level of the tetroon were the 

same.
For the remainder of the experiments a combined helix was used having a 

tangential speed of 2 meters per second at 915 meters radius and having a 

maximum speed at a radius of 270 meters. This size and speed are compatible 

with the average helix observed by Angell et al. (1968; their fig. 5). The 

initial position of the tetroon was always at a radius of 915 meters.

In the first experiment with the combined helix, the balloon*s starting 

position, its equilibrium level, and the helix axis were all at the same 

elevation. The balloon spiraled toward the helix axis, but much more slowly 

than for the solid rotation helix. Its path is shown in figure 11 along with 

a graph of the radial variation of the tangential speed. In 2880 sec the 

hypothetical balloon was only a few meters from the helix axis. Since the 

helix axis and the tetroon1s equilibrium level would hardly ever be at the 

same elevation, a trajectory was computed with the balloon*s equilibrium 

level 600 m below both the helix axis and the balloon*s starting elevation. 

The change in balloon trajectory is marked as shown in figure 12. In the same 

elapsed time, 2880 sec, the balloon is now 240 m from the helix axis and the 

spirals of the trajectory are bunched around the radius of maximum tangen-
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Figure 11: Reaction of tetroon in a horizontal combination helix.
The tangential speed fdistribution is shown in the left 
side of the figure. The elapsed time for each 500 sec (8-1/3 
min) is noted. Additional details are in the text.

tial speed (located by the dashed circle). This experiment shows the strong 

control exerted on the tetroon trajectory by a displaced balloon-equilibrium- 

level. Also it strongly suggests that the tetroon*s equilibrium level is 

generally somewhat below the axis of helices delineated by tetroons in field 

experiments since tetroons are seldom tracked into tight spirals as in figure 

11. In actual field programs the tetroon is launched from the ground and so 

enters a helix, if encountered, from below. The last computation simulates 

this condition by starting the tetroon 915 m directly below the helix axis
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Figure 12: Same as figure 11 but the tetroon equilibrium level
causes a marked changed in the tetroon1 s spiral pattern.

with the tetroon*s equilibrium level again 600 m below the axis. The result 

displayed in figure 13 is an increase in the average radius of the inward 

spiral over that in figure 12, and so in 2880 sec the balloon makes fewer 

turns around the axis and arrives at a larger radius (275 m) in the given

time.
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Observed lateral-vertical tetroon trajectories (for example, Angell et 
al., 1968) suggest that the atmospheric helices are much more complex than the

simple models presented here. They sometimes show quasi-steady-state rota

tion but more often the tetroon paths suggest variable atmospheric condi

tions, in time and space, not yet explored in these experiments.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is obvious from this study that a small balloon with as high a drag 

coefficient as possible is desirable to delineate atmospheric waves, especi

ally those of long period and small velocity amplitude. Furthermore, bal

loon response increases as the stability of the atmosphere decreases. Over 

much of the range of air motions encountered by constant-density balloons, 

the phase lead angle is no more than 30° (12% of the wave length) and the 

magnitude response is no less than 0.8. For these scales, the equation of 

motion for the balloon can be used to estimate the air motion from the bal

loon motion.

The response of balloons to helical air motions depends greatly on the 

characteristics of the helix (e.g., solid rotation, constant circulation, 

etc.). In some cases, the balloon spirals to the center of the helix. Fur

ther research should be concerned with the dynamics of these helices and 

with estimating their size and speed of rotation from observed constant- 

density balloon trajectories.
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Figure 13: Same as figure 12 except that the tetroon is started
915 meters directly below the helix axis. The tetroon makes 
fewer turns around the axis in the given time of 2880 sec.
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